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in ’Debt Collection and Recovery

Key Benefits: Overview

Strengthen your debt recovery strategies

Single Customer Information View

VALOORES’  in’Debt Collection and Recovery is a ‘centralized  
debtors’ allocation model’ to allocate delinquent cases to the right 
channel. It captures the details of each delinquent case and the  
channel and collector/collection agency to which it needs to be  
allocated. This data is made available to the collection work flow 
system, which delivers the details of the case assigned to each  
individual.

• Collections strategies 
became fully aligned to 
organizational risk appetite.

• Improve customer 
retention efforts 
through better customer 
understanding.

• Identifying new 
opportunities for revenue 
streams as well as cost 
reductions.

• Improved manpower 
utilization and reduce 
turnaround time.

• Reduced credit loss.

• Maintain compliance at 
every stage of the credit 
lifecycle.

• Visibility into collection 
activity and performance 
with industry-specific 
dashboards, reports and 
productivity metrics.

Most financial service providers find that their collection efforts are  
inefficient relative to the experience of the global market, which indicates 
that efficiencies can be found across the entire collections lifecycle from 
pre-delinquency to write off and recoveries. If financial service providers 
with inefficient collections functions continue with their current collection 
strategy, collectable balances older than fifteen months will continue to pro-
vide minimal return. 
Combining these concerns with new consumer regulation such as  
Treating Customers Fairly and the Consumer Protection Act and risk-based  
regulations such as Basel II and III has created the need for lenders to adopt 
a more risk-based approach to collections 
In an effort to assist in realigning the collection and recovery function, 
Valoores has developed in’Debt Collection and Recovery solution. 
This approach, which encompasses both a quantitative and qualitative  
component identifies areas of improvement within the collections and  
recoveries space, as well as comparing completed accounts’ (i.e. non-per-
forming accounts that have either cured or written-off) loss figures against 
industry peers. in’Debt Collection and Recovery involves the processing and 
transforming of default data for various purposes and by using a standard 
loss-given default (LGD) calculation to run the data, the losses experienced 
on the completed accounts and trends can be analyzed over time.

Develop a more focused debt collection strategy to help reduce costs, save 
time and maximize resources. Learn more about how Valoores in’ Debt  
Collection and Recovery, a risk-based collections strategy that can help you 
refine your debt management and recovery options:

Getting an accurate view of your customers can be complicated. If you are 
challenged by multiple databases or large amounts of outstanding bad  
customer debt, linking customers’ account information can be critical to 
your success.
Valoores has leveraged its longstanding expertise in managing consum-
er data to introduce a service that can help break down the silos in your 
organization, where you can get one complete view of your customers 
across multiple business units, databases or systems. 
Aligning sales and marketing, finance, risk management, pre-delinquency, 
collections and recoveries functions ensures that the lessons learnt from 
each function and credit lifecycle stage are shared across the organization 
to minimize losses and maintain control.
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VALOORES established in 1989, has embraced the ever changing and metamorphosing Banking & Finance Business Models, to sustain Growth, 
and tackle Challenges segregated from Governance, to Risk, Compliance, Profitability, Financial Crime, Payments, Competition, Real Estate. 
Branding, Loyalty, Trust & Engagement, alongside Predictive Analytics and an Omni-Channel CRM.

in ’Debt Collection and Recovery

Key Features:

• Risk based Collections and 
Recoveries strategy inte-
grated into all risk classes

• An optimal control frame-
work, including full cost vs. 
benefit analysis

• Risk quantification models 
used to optimize collections 
and recoveries performance

• Reporting is embedded 
in the business’s day-to-day 
activity and is integrated 
across risk class

• Effective allocation of 
Collection cases and use of 
resources efficiently

• Incorporate behavioral 
analytics into the collec-
tions and recoveries func-
tion

• Ensure adherence to the 
latest government-mandat-
ed rules and guidelines

Automating the Collections activities driven from decision engines

Daily Monitoring on your collection accounts

Improved debt collection with BI

Increasing the automation of collections activities make collections process-
es significantly more efficient and effective. Organizing activities by the risk 
level of accounts and customers adds to the efficiency gains with low value 
activities automated and high value activities aligned to the most experi-
enced collectors.

A customer suddenly stops payment and drops into delinquent status. But 
just as swiftly as a person can fall behind on payment, there are moments to 
indicate they might be worthy of your collections efforts. 
Collection Triggers tracks your accounts, offering daily monitoring, to  
notify you of new contact information and changes that indicate financial  
improvement and ability to pay. Collection Triggers is ideal for all stages 
of the recovery process, monitoring the Early-stage delinquencies, the  
Charge-off accounts and the Uncollectible, warehoused and post-judgment 
accounts.

Debt collection can gain immensely by BI. By powering this, Valoores in’Debt 
Collection and Recovery has effectively turned debt collection into a cus-
tomer-relations management program. 
It may be necessary to devise a comprehensive set of collections metrics 
and reports to support efficiency and effectiveness improvements in their 
collections operations and associated strategies. This will cover financial MI, 
collections MI, operational MI and customer and product MI.

Regulatory Compliance

in’Debt Collection and Recovery helps organizations embed regulatory  
compliance into their workflow, helping to identify infractions and  
violations, and protect collectors from regulatory action. 
in’Debt Collection and Recovery helps automate compliance, basing  
strategic actions on consistent, transparent and fully documented data,  
analytics and policies. Advanced text and speech analytics monitor, evaluate 
and report all collection interactions for compliance, providing performance 
metrics to improve efficiency.

Using Analytics across the spectrum in Debt Recovery and Collection

• Payment propensity/recovery models: The recovery models were based 
on parameters such as a customer’s payment history, risk exposure,  
cross-holdings, geographic location, and others.
• Pre-delinquency management: This is a critical strategy deployed for  
non-delinquent customers across products.
• Loss forecasting: An important tool for risk management adopted by banks 
at a portfolio level.


